We studyamodel of continental col- 
For a rigid wall, on the other hand, the plane strain and the plane stress results are quite different.
In the first case, there is a large return flow on the sides of the punch, the material being extruded along the only free surface available.
In Tapponnier and Molnar C1976), observing the chronology and the geometry of the structures in this area, concluded that they had as a common origin the collision between India and Asia at the Himalayas. They went further to recognize that many of the observed features were quite analogous to certain common metallurgical processes, like indentation by a punch and extrusion {Hill, 1950; Backoffen, 1972 We then study two types of deformation under the action of a rigid punch: plane strain and plane stress.
Two alternative numerical methods will be proposed, and their relative merits to solve plane stress or plane strain problems will be analyzed.
One is a variational approach; the other is a weighted residuals Galerkin formulation coupled to a penalty function to impose incompressibility.
Our results will be discussed in the light of the observa- Here we shall assume that it is independent of initial stresses and the history of deformation.
Also, under these assumptions the plastic strain rates are compatible, and during flow the volume does not change (trace • = 0), so that the flow limit is independent of the isotropic stress.
We shall further adpot an associated flow law (i.e., every stress increase during the flow is normal to the flow surface in stress space). where E 1 is an exponential integral function.
In the numerical models we are going to present we adopted a nonlinear creep law obtained from available experimental data for n and y of lherzolite, olivine, and dunite, as shown in These conditions replace the interaction between the studied plate and the neighbouring ones. We shall consider that, to a first approximation, that represents the ratio between the yield strength and a representative value of the creep stress. We may write the solutions in the following nondimensional forms: The geometry of the possible tectonic zones depends also on n. The region of possible thrusting which is confined to the front of the punch in the linear case extends significantly for n = 5 (Figure 10) . Similarly, the extension (normal faulting) zone increases slightly with n. An asymmetric example.
The examples studied so far were symmetric about the punch axis. We studied an asymmetric example with a rigid side wall to the left and a free wall to the right. The results for the plane stress case are shown in Figure 14 with observations at Yunnan and Shansi. However, we never found any results that could evoke the Baikal extensional structure, which seems to involve a more complicated mechanism. In all our plane stress results we find that the vertical motions are small when compared to the horizontal strains, which is entirely compatible with observations.
Yhe small vertical motions alone may not be invoked to justify the use of a plane strain approximation. Tapponnier Finally, the stress patterns and the vertical motions are compared to some observations made on the Indian-Asian collision.
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